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FOREWORD
This document describes the user input instructions for the
use of a component cataloging technique developed by Martin
Marietta Corporation, Denver Division under Contract NAS 8-29670.
The program was developed in satisfaction of two cataloging
tasks under the above contract titled Space Tug Thermal Control
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Mr. Jack D. Loose of the Astro-
nautics Laboratory, Propulsion and Thermal Branch served as the
Technical Monitor.
The program provides the thermal designer of spacecraft a
means of documenting components in a standardized manner and
serves as a reference to obtain necessary thermal design infor-
mation. The catalogue which was prepared during the study was
published as a separate document, Reference 1.
Mr. Solomon H. Eichenbaum was the major contributor in the
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INTRODUCTION
The Space Tug Equipment Data Bank was developed under the
Space Tug Thermal Control Study Contract NAS8-29670. This manual
details the input instructions to the data bank, an explanation
of the program and its output. The data bank was developed in
satisfaction of two of the study tasks, the equipment thermal
requirement catalog and the equipment characteristics and con-
straints catalog. The data bank contains 109 components within
Space Tug Avionics system. Other .systems were not included in
the data bank due to the available information, however, with some
program modification, other systems could be incorporated into
the data bank program. The data bank was developed and checked
out and is compatible with the Univac 1108, and the CDC 6500
operating systems.
The data contained within the data bank is general in con-
tent with emphasis on the component thermal design. The data
is applicable to any spacecraft program where the components
contained in the data bank can be applied in satisfaction of the
system and subsystem requirements.
2Section 1 - Inputing Equipment Catalogue
Space Tug Equipment Data Bank Input Procedure
A preprinted form for inputing raw data to the equipment
catalog data bank was developed to enable an easy input method.
The preprinted form was used with corresponding prepunched cards
so that once the raw data was filled in on the data sheets it was
submitted for key punch with the prepunched cards and the data
was punched to the cards.
Table 1 shows the line and field length that corresponds to
the raw data to be incorporated. The area is darkened to indi-
cate the allocated space. Table 2 is a sample of a completed
data sheet from the data bank.
The following are instructions to be followed in filling
in the data sheets with input data. While following these
instructions one should keep Table 1 in view for reference.
1) Starting with page 1, line 1, field 69 through 72,
fill in the page number in chronological order. This corres-
ponds to the chronological order of the components being
incorporated into the data bank. The field allows component
numbers from 1 through 9999 and is right hand justified (bbbl,
b102 etc.).
2) Line 4, field 8 through 49 - fill in the system that
component i is a part of e.g. AVIONICS SYSTEM, etc; input is
left hand justified.
TABLE 1
SPACE TUG EQUIPMENT DATA BANK RAW DATA
NAME F:ONE ET PAGE 1 OF 2
3 -- I -IN C S TE T E E
4
5
8 DSG OPE RAI N C
9 ON- PERATING AND STORAGE CASE TEMPERATURE TO G. F
10 ACCEPTANCE TES-T TEM ERATURE REQUIREMENTS
11 UALIFICATION TEST TEMPERATURE REQUIREM ENTS .R AR MEEG F





SPACE TUG EQUIPMENT DATA BANK RAW DATA
NAME PHONE EXT PAGE 2 OF 2




























SPACE TUG EQUIPMENT DATA BANK RAW DATA
NAME PHONE EXT PAGE 1 OF 2
1 2 31 4 6 7 8 9 1112131415161718 1920212223 24252627282930131323334353637383940412 43444546474849 505125354555657585960162636465 667686970717273747767778 9 80
1 SIP A CIE TU G U P M IENIT D TA BAN RA DATA PAGE 4
THiE R MA LUIRIEIQ U MENTS, PIHIYISI C L CHA RA CT ISTICS, ND C NS R INTS
- - - - - - - -- -- L--- . ...
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - -
AV ON I C S S E
GUDANCiE NA GAT N AND CNI R L SUBSYS E N
T 7 A i TI  STAR TRKR. BEN D I X CORPORAT ON IN- 125000-3 GI BAL
DESI GN 0PIERAT I NG CIAS E TjE P E I AITIR IE 90 .1 EG. F
N IN IPE RATING A N D ST RA MIGIE CA S E T EE P E T0 130 -D EG F
A CIE PIT A N C E T ES T EMPER ATIU RIE EQUIREMEN S 0 T 90 EG F
QU AIL IF I C A T1 TES T M PEIRIATIU E REQU IREMI E N S . T D EG F
CIK AG E S HA PE R C TANGUIL A
P ACKAGE SIZE E LE GTH 1 . I * I D H 12 . * H EIGHT 22 0 (INC H IES
CASE M R A T E NIIAIL L I U
C TA S E W E I G H T 6 .0. D s
T0TAL WEI IG HT 0 P0UN DS
SIU RIF AC E P R0 PERTIES IA LIP H 0 2 E MI I S IIT = 0 9
IINP U STEADY S T WERI 8 .6 WA TTST HERE ARE 3 H EAT ERS
20. 0 AT - 0 .0DEG 10 AT 5 . DE WATS AT DE G FA R N H )
0 TPU T PI  WE R0 0 T S *
TIE R A DESIGN PI SSI VE * A S IVE
* * * 1 * * * * *: ** * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * I * * * * * * * *
PHIYIS IC A L CH A RA C TE RISTICS AND C N STR AI T E M A RKS
RIN E MISSI m CN - ES *IPRELASc F S EN E N F F F
MIIsISI N 0N-T M E * S H U I F TU 0R IT I T* CTG/ AY NT
IHE OIA AT ST R TRACKER I S A ALLED UNIT THE ABOIE DI EN SI
ARE EXTER I OR LI I S EE REF FOR NCRE AIL DESCRIPTI . UNIT S
ARRIED TO AT S AR TRACIKIEI ELECTR NIC IT . U IT IS 3 INTER L
ATE RS CF 10 T ACH TO O E ATERS HAVE S T POINTS OF 23
T -I15.0 9EIG D 5TFHsE T
TABLE 2 (CONCLUDED)
SPACE TUG EQUIPMENT DATA BANK RAW DATA
NAME PHONE EXT PAGE 2 OF 2
S2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122324252627282930313233343536373839 0 4142434445464 184950515253545556575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980
F -115 3 TO -6. 7 DEG C (5.5 TO 22.5 DEIG. F). I U IT IS T ER ALLY ISO
AED I PAl NT ED HITIE, ,AND HAS A SUPERINSULATI ON BLAN ET GOVERI N
SKE IYLAB T 0 IVA GI B A LLED STAR TRACKER IS DES IGN AND BUI
TH E DITA C ( N LT IU ENECD HE I REICN WN AESL R B R
R. I JIM.TONGE I PHONE 201-281 8-2000 EXITE NSI 6 111
E APOLL TE LESC PE NCUNT (ATI ) STAR I RACKER I SYSTE NS S OF
IHE PITII CAL ME HIA NICAL _ASSEMBLY (10 A ) AND A STARI IR IIEIRI ELECTRO-I
ICS (STE) THE UNIT 6lAS DESIGN -D BUIIL T FOIR \IIASA MAR-SA LLS PACE
El I C TEI CAND I S AT PRESENT N BOARD THE SKYLAB. THE S IA CON-
IS T A RE FRAC IVE TELESC PE M OUNITED I N A D OUBLE GIEAL SUSPEN-
1 N EACH G MBAL I RIVEN RY A DIECT DRIVe D..C C OUE IH
G lMBAL RATE CIONTROL PROVI DED BY D.C.1 TA-H OMEIT IER S. THE TELESCOPE
HAS ACANNED I D F F IIE L -0F VIl OEV F I DEIGREE SQUARE 1AIND IN I'NSTANTANE-
OU lS FII ELD-OF- VI E V :0 A 10 ARC MINUTE S UARE . A COMBINATION SUN
AND EARTH ALB EDO SHADEI IIS VPIRCV EI ) D HI CH ALL WIS TRACK N ST RS
ITHIN 45 DEGR E ES OF THE SUN AN 5 DEGREES OF EA RTH _ THELS R
TRAQKER ELECTRONICSI PRCVIDES THE 28 VDC_ POV"E R SU PPLY I, E IRVO AI PL Ir
I FI R S DIG ITAL LOG I CI UNI, ENCODER PRCCESSIING ELIECTRONICS TEL E-
ME TRY AND OTH ERF NCTl ONS. THE ATM STAR TRACKER I S CAPABLE OF -
MOPESOF EER TI $l N AIUAL SEIARCE AND IT RACK. _HS T--
EF O TI CALI E LLAR PLANET AND SOLA R TRAC KI NG SIENIN G SVL E
ITH ENDIX CORP. NAVII GATION ND CONTROL DI VISl ON AP"RIL 1. 3 11
EIN DI**
TIT1 ffH Lr H i 11 • ILI
73) Line 5, field 8 through 49 - fill in the subsystem that
component i is part of e.g. DATA MANAGEMENT, etc; input is left
hand justified.
4) Line 7, field 3 through 6 - fill in the component
identifier (see Appendix I). Appendix I lists the available
component names and their corresponding identifiers. These
equipment identifiers are right hand justified. Note: if the
identifier is mispunched in columns 3 through 6 or not included
in appropriate allocated space, the program will stop at that
component and will print an output message indicating "xxxx
is not a defined equipment item." Section 3.0 discusses
modifying the program to add additional equipment identifiers
for component names not included in program list.
5) Line 7, field 7 through 9 - fill in the numerical order
of component i, subject space is right hand justified, and avail-
able code is from 1 through 999 per component i e.g. IMU bb3 or
COMP b29, etc.
6) Line 7, field 11 through 28 - fill in the component name
or tit'.e e.g. SKN-2400 IMU etc. Title is left hand justified.
7) Line 7, field 31 through 48 - fill in if available,
component i manufacturer(part number)e.g. SINGER COMPANY etc.
Variable is left hand justified.
88) Line 7, field 51 through 72 - fill in if available,
component i manufacturer part number e.g. P/N-bPD9450027-005;
item is left hand justified. Note: not all components have
manufacturer part number and if item is not included, no problem
occurs in the program.
9) Lines 8, 9, 10 and 11, field 54 through 56 - fill in the
minimum temperature value per each of the specified items. Tem-
perature is in degrees F to the nearest integer, range is from
-99 to 999"F. Note: do not include plus sign if temperature has
a positive value.
10) Lines 8, 9, 10 and 11, field 62 through 64 - fill in
the maximum temperature value per each of the specified items.
Temperature as indicated is in degrees F to the nearest integer,
range of the program is from -99 to 999 0F and is right hand justi-
fied.
11) Line 12, field 26 through 42 - fill in component i
package shape. There are 3 acceptable shapes in the program CYLINDRICAL
RECTANGULAR or SPHERICAL. The first 4 letters in each case CYLI,
RECT and SPHE are used to identify the package shape. The program
will accept the full package shape name or just the first 4 letters
as long as the variable is left hand justified, e.g. CYLIbbbbb or
CYLINDRICAL. Note: to add other package shapes to the program will
require some additional program modifications.
912) Line 13, field 29 through 33 - fill in the rectangle or
cylinder length in inches to the nearest tenth of an inch. If
package is a sphere, leave field blank.
Field 43 through 47 - fill in for rectangular package the
width, for a cylindrical or spherical package - fill in the
radius to the nearest tenth of an inch.
Field 58 through 62 - fill in only for a rectangular package
the height-in inches to the nearest tenth of an inch. Note: for-
cylindrical and spherical packages this field is left blank. All
three dimensions are right hand justified.
13) Line 14, field 26 through 42, fill in the case material.
The program accepts only 5 materials with the first 4 letters of
each being the identifying flag for the material. The variables
are ALUMINUM, STAINLESS STEEL, MAGNESIUM, BERYLLIUM AND EPOXY.
The addition of other materials will require program modifica-
tions. The above variables are left hand justified.
14) Lines 15 and 16, field 28 through 33 - fill in the
corresponding weights in pounds to the nearest tenth of a pound,
case we4 ght on line 15 and the total weight on line 16 as indicated
on data sheet. Note: items are right hand justified.
15) Line 17, field 42.through 44 - fill in component i case
solar absorbtivity. Variable is left hand justified, e.g. .900.
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Field 64 through 66 - fill in component i case surface emis-
sivity. Variable is left hand justified, e.g. .900.
16) Line 18, field 33 through 37 - fill in component i
input steady state power (or average power) dissipated, in watts
to the nearest 10th of a watt.
Line 18, field 47 through 72 - fill in comments relative to
variable power, e.g. 28 VDC power source or HAS VARIABLE HEATER
POWER. Note: if comments are placed in this field, data must
be placed on line 19 to indicate what the control power is, and
if no control or variable power is needed enter a zero on line
19.
17) Line 19, field 7 through 11 - fill in component maximum
control power in watts to nearest tenth of a watt, and in field
16 through 18 - fill in the corresponding minimum temperature
(in degrees F) for the above control power. These variables are
right hand justified.
Line 19, field 26 through 30 - fill in the component i minimum
control power in watts to the nearest 10th of a watt, and in field
35 through 37 - fill in the corresponding maximum temperature
(in degrees F) for the above control power. (Note: If there
is no control power for component i leave line 19 blank, unless
line 18 column 47 through 72 has a comment, which will require
the control power to be zeroed out. In addition note that data
can be inputted to represent watts load per watts power etc, as
long as the input data is within the above prescribed field
length, and unit is a battery or fuel cell.
18) Line 20, field 33 through 37 - fill in component i
output power in watts to the nearest 10th of a watt. For most
components this is usually zero.
Field 47 through 72 - comment concerning output power may
be added.
19) Line 21, field 32 through 38 - fill in component i
thermal design for ground operation active or passive. Field
45 through 51 - fill in component i thermal design for flight
operation active or passive. Note: above variables are left
hand justified.
20) Line-24, fields 41 through 43, 53 through 55 and 66
through 68 - fill in the non-mission on time requirement for
component i for the three indicated time periods. No requirement
of the component to be on indicate OFF, for component requirement
to be on during above periods indicate YES.
21) Line 25, field 37 through 39, 52 through 54 and 65
through 67. Fill in component i mission on-time requirements for
the 3 indicated time intervals. The options available are ON
for continuously on, OFF for off requirement and INT for
intermittent. Note: variables are left hand justified, e.g.
OFF, INT and ON.
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22) Lines 26 through 30, field 7 through 72, and page 2,
line 1 and 2, field 7 through 72. The 7 lines are available for
a narrative description of component i with emphasis on the unit
physical characteristics and constraints and a more detail des-
cription of the thermal design and constraints, e.g. see Table
2 sample form.
23) Page 2, line 4, field 14 through 72 and lines 5 and 6,
field 7 through 72. The available space is to be used to list
component i title, manufacturer and address. See Table 2 sample
form.
24) Page 2, line 8 field 7 through 38 - fill in the name
of the individual that supplied the information on component i,
usually it is the manufacturer personnel but may be other
individuals with knowledge of the particular component.
25) Line 8, field 46 through 57 - fill in the area code
and telephone of the individual that supplied the information on
component i. Field 69 through 72 - fill in the individual exten-
sion number.
26) Page 2, lines 9 through 25, field 7 through 72. This
allocated space of 17 lines is provided for general narrative
information and detail description of the component. Reference
to any printed material may also be made here. See Table 2
for sample. Note: if component i has control power included in
13
page 1, line 19, then the general description on page 2 must be
reduced by one line to enable the data to be on one printed sheet.
27) Having supplied the various input data the following
option card is required after the last data card separated by
an end of record card. Format for the card is as follows: Raw
starting in column 1 - gives the raw data output; final starting
in column 11, gives the final data output; Thereq starting in
column 21 gives the Thermal Requirement Catalog and Char starting
in column 31 gives the characteristics and constrains catalog.
Note all or any of the four routines can be called as per user's
need.
28) Control Cards - See Section 2.7 for deck setup and
control card requirements.
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Section 2 - Program Description
2.1 Introduction
The Space Tug catalogue program is a Fortran 4 computer
program consisting of 5 major subroutines. The subroutines are
Page, RAW, Final,Thereq and CHAR, in addition there are 3 minor
subroutines that are part of CHAR subroutines and they are Convrt,
Sink and Timcon. Figure 1 presents a block diagram of the program.
2.2 Page Subroutine
This subroutine modifies the page numbers from the data
bank for both the printed raw data into a consistent and ordered
set of pages. There should be no modifications made in this part
of the program.
2.3 Raw Subroutine
Subroutine RAW provides the user a means of listing the
information contained within the data bank for checkout and veri-
fication purposes. The main reason for including the routine was
to enable the user to get a listing of the data in the event that
off line listing devices are not available. The routine is called
after subroutine Page is called. Hence, the only change in the
data is that the page numbers have been ordered.
2.4 Final Subroutine
Subroutine final takes the input data and converts it







DatabanOptions Dat abn SubroutineMainCard PAGEProgram
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FIGURE 1 - DATA BANK FLOW CHART
L-n
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raw data, with the English system of units printed in parenthesis.
A sample of the Space Tug Equipment Data Bank Final data is shown
in Table 3. The subroutine calls on subroutine CONVERT to do the
actual temperature conversion from Fahrenheit to Kelvin. Sub-
routine Final calculates the package surface area and volume and
converts the dimension to the international system of units.
2.5 Thereq Subroutine
Subroutine Thereq is the section of the program that
builds the equipment thermal requirements catalogue, a sample of
this catalogue is shown in Table 4. The subroutine generates
a table of all components in which the following variables are
indicated: thermal design,ground and orbital (active or passive),
power requirements in watts, minimum and maximum mission phase
thermal requirement and temperature limits in degrees Kelvin
(Fahrenheit) minimum and maximum. The last item correlate on
and off mission requirements with temperature range.
The program uses the following equation to calculate minimum
and maximum power usage for Qmin = SSP + CPC - OP
for Qmax = SSP + CPH - OP
The minimum power is equal to steady state power (SSP) + minimum
control power (CPC) - output power (OP). The maximum power is
equal to steady state power (SSP) + maximum control power (CPH) -
output power (OP).
Table 3
SPACE TUG EQUTfMENT DATA DANK FINAL DATA PAGE 17
THERMAL REQUIREMENTS, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, ANC CONSTRAINTS
--------------------------------------------------------------
AVIONICS SVSTEM
GUIDANCE NAJIGATICN AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
ST 7 OMA ATM STAR TRKR. IFNOIX COFPORATION P/N-2125000-3 GIMBAL
DESIGN OPERATING CASE TEMFEPATURE 247 TO 305 DEG. K
( -15 TO 90 DEG. F)
NON-OPERATING AND STORASE CASE TEMPERATUPE ?33 TO 328 DEG. K
( -40 TO 130 OEG. F)
ACCEPTANCE TEST TEtPERATURE RECUIPEMENTS 255 TO 305 OFG. K
( i r0 90 DEG. F)
QUALIFICATION TEST TEMPERATUPFR REQUIREMENTS 255 TO 305 DFG. K
( 0 TO 90 DEG. F)
PACKAGE SHAPE RECTANGULAR
PACKAGE SIZE * LENGTH 43.4 * WIDTH 32.0 * HEIGHT 55.9 CENTIMETERS
LENGTH 17.1 * WIDTH 12.6 * HEIGHT 22.0 INCHES
PACKAGE AREA 11211.1 SO, CENTIMETERS * 1737.7 SQ. INCHES
PACKAGE VOLUME 77675.6 CU. CENTIMETERS * L740.1 CU. INCHES
CASE MATERIAL ALUMINUM
CASE WEIGHT 2.7 KILOGRAMS * 6.0 POUNDS
TOTAL WEIGHT 19.1 KILOGRAMS * 4Q,0 POUNDS
SURFACE PROPERTIES ALPHA = 0.250 4 EMTSSIVITY = 0.90
INPUT STEADY STATE POWE: 8.6 WATTS ** THE ARE 3 ,HEATERS
10.0 AT 258 DES, 20.0 AT 261 CGE (WATTS AT DEG. KELVIN)
10.0 AT 5 DEG, 20.0 AT 10 EG (WATTS AT DEC. FAHRENHFIT)
OUTPUT POWEP 0.0 WATTS *'
THEoMAL IESIGN rASSIJE * PASSIJE
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CCNSTRAINTS REMARKS
NON MISSION ON-TIMES *PPFLAUtNCH OF 'r AzCFNT OFF* REENTRY OFF
MISSION ON-TIMFS * SHJT/TUG OFF* TUG/ORBIT INT* TUG/PAY INT
THE OMA ATM STAR TPACKFR IS A GIMDALLED UNIT. THF ABOVE DIMENSIONS
ARE EXTERIOR LIMITS SEE OFF FOF MORE DETAIL DESCRIPTION. UNIT IS
MARRIED TO ATM STAR TKA3KER ELECTPONICS LNIT. UNIT HAS 3 INTERNAL
HEATERS OF 10 WATTS EACH TWO OF THE HEATERS HAJE SET POINTS OF -23
.3 O' -15.0 (-9.9 ' 5.0 0FS.F) AND THE THIRD HEATER HAS SET POIN
OF -15.3 TO -6.7 bEG C (5.5 TO 22,5 DEG.F). UNIT IS THERMALLY ISO-
LATED, PAINTFD WHITE, AND HAS A SUPERINSULATION BLANKET COVEFING
THE SKYLAP ATM CMA GIMPALLED STAR TRACKER IS DESIGN AND 3UILT
PY THE BENJTX CORPCRATTON NAVIGATION AND CONTROL LIVISION
TFTERBORO, NEW JERSEY 07608.
THE DATA CONTAINED HEREIN WAS OBTAINED FROM
MP. JIM TCNGF PHONE 2C1-28-220C EXTENSION 6111
THE APOLLO TELESCOPE MOJNT (ATV) STAR TRACKER SYSTFM CONSISTS OF
THF OPTICAL MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY (OMA) ANO A STAR TPACKER ELECTRO-
MICS (STE). THE OVA CONSISTS OF A REFRACTIVE TELESCOPE MOUNTED
IN A DOURLF GIMBAL SIISPENeION. EACH SIMEAL IS DRIVEN BY A 3IDECT
OPIVE 0.C. TCRQUER, WITH rIMBAL PATE CONTROL PROVIDED BY 0.C. TACH
OMETFPS. THF TELESCOPE 1AS A SCANNED FIELD-OF-VIEW OF I DES SQUARE
ANO AN INSTANTANEOUS FIELF-UF-VIEW OF 10 APC MINUTE SQUARE. A COM-
ItNATTON SUN AND EARTH ALBEO SHACE IS PFOJIDED ALLOWING TRACKING
OF STARS WITHIN 45 DG DOF THE SUN AND 5 CEG OF THE EAPTH. THE STAR
TPACKEo ELECTRONICS, SFE STE 1, PROVIDFS OTHER FUNCTIONS IN
SUPPOPT OF THE OMA. THE ATM STAR TRACKER IS CAPABLE OF 3 MUCES OF
OPFRATION, MANUAL, SEAP3H, AND TRACK.
PEF. OPTICAL STELLAP PLANFT ANG SOLAR TRACKING SENSING DEVICES BY
THE BENDIX COOP. NAVIGATION AND CCNTROL CIVISION. APRIL 1973.
TABLE 4
EQUIPMENT THERMAL REQUIREMENTS CATALOGUE PAGE 18
GUIDOANCE NAVIGATION ANO CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
EQUIPMENT ITEM STAR TRACKERS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
------------------------------
OEF. DOSCPIPTION AND THERMAL POWER MISSION PHASE THERMAL RFQUIREMENTS AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REMARKS
NO. MANUFACTURE C-SIGN WATTS DEGREES KELVIN / (FAHRENHEIT) - MIN / MAX
GP3UND/ MIN/ PRELAUNCH SHUTTLE MANEUVERS REENTRY
OP3ITAL MAX CARRY SHUTTLE TUG PAYLOAD AND
TUG ORBITAL TUG LANDING
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ST i CT-401 SENSOR PASSIVE 5/ OFF OFF OFF ON 01 OFF ON DURING PRELAUNCH FOP
BBRr PASSIVE 5 243/333 243/333 243/333 243/333 243/333 243/333 CHECKOUT
(-22/140) (-22/1401 (-22/140) (-22/ 0) (-22/10) (-22/140)
ST 2 STAR TRACKER PASSIVE 3/ OFF OFF OFF INT INT OFF ON DURING PRELAUNCH FOR
HONFYWELL PASSIVE 3 255/302 255/302 255/302 25:/ 50 255/233 255/302 CHECKOUT
( C/ 85) ( 0/ 85) ( 0/ 85) (-22/ 50 5 0) 0/ 50) ( 0/ 85)
ST 3 MMOS PASSIVE 20/ YFS OFF OFF ON ON OFF ON DURING PRELAUNCH FOR
ITT GILFILLAN PASSIVE 20 2C3/323 288/323 2e8/323 293/323 293/323 288/323 CHECKOUT
( 68/122) 1 60/122) 1 60/122) ( 68/122) ( 68/122) ( 00/122)
ST 4 5698 STAR TRACKER PASSIJE 7/ OFF OFF OFF INT I.T OFF ON DURING PRE-LAUNCH FOR
EMR PHOTOrLECT.IC PASSIVE 3 218/348 218/348 218/348 218/113 218/318 218/348 CHECKOUT'
(-67/167) (-67/167) (-67/167) ( 68/113) (-67/113) (-67/167)
ST 5 574 STAR CAMERA PASSIVE 4/ OFF OFF OFF INT I'JT OFF ON OURING PRELAUNCH FOR
EHP PHOTOELECTRIC PASSIVE 4 218/343 218/343 218/343 215/104 216/313 218/343 CHFCKOUT
(-67/158) (-67/158) (-67/158) ( 68/104) (-67/104) (-67/158)
ST 6 OAO STAR TRACKER PASSIVE 6/ . OFF OFF INT INT INT OFF ON DURING PRELAUNCH FOR
BENDIX CORPORATION PASSIVE 6 238/327 238/327 238/310 238/100 238/310 ?38/327 CHECKOUT
(-30/130) (-30/130) (-30/100 ( 68/100) (-30/100) (-3C/130)
ST 7 OMA ATM STAR TRKF. PASSIVE 18/ OFF OFF OFF INT INT OFF ON DURING PRELAUNCH FOR
BENDIX CORPORATION PASSIVE 28 ?33/327 233/327 233/327 233/ 90 233/305 233/327 CHECKOUT
(-40/130) (-40/130) (-40/130) ( 68/ 90) (-40/ 90) (-40/130)ST 8 KS-199 STAR TRKR PASSIVE 8/ OFF OFF OFF INT IN OFF ON DURING PRELAUNCH FOR
KOLLSMAN TNSTR. PASSTVE 18 272/310 272/310 272/310 272/ 70 272/310 272/310 CHECKOUT
t 30/100) ( 301001 ( 30/100) ( 68/ 70) ( 30/100) 1 30/100)
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The minimum and maximum power levels correspond to the tempera-
tures associated with the variable power and temperature data
derived from card 19. The temperature data listed under each
mission phase is derived from the design operating case tempera-
ture and non-operating and storage case temperature data derived
from cards 8 and 9 depending upon whether or not the component is
on or off respectively.
2.6 Char Subroutine
Subroutine CHAR is used in building the equipment
physical characteristics and constraints catalogue, a sample of
this catalogue is shown in Table 5. The program builds a table
on all the components in which the following variables are
included: component i, its manufacturer and Remarks, weight,
package shape, surface area, volume, case solar absorbtivity and
emissivity, minimum and maximum power. The unit power density
in watts per unit area (M2 and ft2) and time constant in hours for
maximum and minimum power are calculated. The adiabatic rise
rate minimum and maximum in degrees K/hr (oF/hr) are also presented.
The unit thermal mass in W-hr/K (BTU/F) and the allowable sink
temperature for both design and qual maximum and minimum and the
operation mode are presented.
The Char subroutine uses subroutine Convrt, Sink and Timcon
to perform some of the calculations. CONVRT subroutine is used to
convert degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Kelvin. SINK subroutine
TABLE 5
EOUIPPENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS CATALOGUE PAGE 20
GUIDANCE NAVIGATION ANO CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
EQUIPPENT ITEM STAR TRACKERS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REF DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PACKAGE SURFACE VOLUME RAD. POWER POWER TIME ADIABATIC THERMAL ALLOWABLE SINK OPERAT-ION
NO. MANUFACTURER AND KS SHAPE AREA CU3IC ALPHA/ WATTS DENSITY CONST. RISE RATE MASS TEMP. DEG K/(F) MODE
REMARKS (L3S) SQUARE CM EMISS MIN/ Q/A HOURS DEG K/HR W-HR/K DESIGN QUAL
CM (FT) MAX W/ M2 MIN DEG F/HR BTU/F MIN MAX MIN MAX
(FT) (W/FT2) MAX MIN MAX
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ST 6 OAO STAR TRACKER 7.3 RECT 2877 - 9832 .70/ 6/ 20/ 20 1.00 1 1 5.3 236 307 236 307 INT
AENDIX CORPORATION(15.0) ( 3.1) ( .35) .85 6 1 1/ 1) 1.00 2 2 2.6 -33 93 -33 93
THE OAO-IV STRAPDOW4 STAR TRACKER HAS A PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL
HEAT IS REJECTED BY CONDUCTION TO A FADTATION SHIELD HAVING A PER-
MISSIBLF TEMPERATURE EXCURSION OF -29 TO 38 OEG.C(-20 TO 100 DEC
F). NO HEATERS ARE REQUIRED WITHIN THIS RANGE. UNIT IS HARD
MOUNTEI TO VEHICLE OIUNTING FLANSE. UNIT REQUIRE CLEAR UNOBSTRACT-
ED VIE4 TO OPERATE PROPERLY
ST 7 OMA ATM STAR TRKP. 19.1 RECT 11211 77677 .25f 18t 16/ 25 .62 1 2 12.9 238 352 .247 302 INT
BENDIX COPPORATION(41.0) (12.11) (2.74) .90 28 ( 1/ 2) .61 2 4 6.8 -30 84 --14 84
THE OMA ATM STAR TRACKER IS A GIMBALLED UNIT. THE ABOVE CIMENSIONS
ARF EXTERIOR LIMITS SEE REF FOR MORE DETAIL DESCRIPTION. UNIT IS
MARRIED TO ATM STAR TFACKER ELECTRONICS UNIT. UNIT HAS 3 INTERNAL
HEATERS OF 10 WATTS EACH TWO OF THE HEATERS HAJE SET POINTS OF -23
.3 TO -15.0 (-;.9 TD 5.0 DEG.F) AND THE THIRD HEATER HAS-SET POIN
OF -15.3 TO -6.7 DES (5.5 TO 22.5 CEG.F). UNIT IS THERMALLY ISO
LATEO, PAINTED WHITE, AND HAS A SUPERINSULATION BLANKET COVERINGS
ST - KS-199 STAR TPKF .1 PECT 4842 22184 .20/ 8/ 17/ 38 .43 3 6 3.0 247 290 226 .307 INT
KOLLMAN INSTP. (20.0) ( 5.2) ( .78) .75 18 ( 1/ 3) .42 5 11 1.6 -14 62 -51 93
THE KS-199 STAR TRACKER WAS BUILT FOR THE MOL PROGRAM. ONE ENGINE-
EPING MOPEL WAF BUILT AND FUNLTIONAL TESTED. THE GIMBAL SENSOR IS
COUPLEn TO AN FLECTRONIC UNIT. THE TRACKER HAS INTERNAL HEATERS
TOTALING 10 WATTS AND ARE SUED FOR FAST WARM UP WHEN UNIT IS BELOW
-i1.8 DEG C(IO DEG. F). THE UNIT THEiNAL DESIGN IS PASSIVE WITH
UNIT THERMALLY ISOLATED FROM MOUNTINGj AND COJERED BY SUPFR-INSULA
TION 8LANKET TO MAINTAIN PROPER OPERATING TEMPERATURE.
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calculates component allowable sink temperatures for both the
design and qual base temperature levels using minimum and maxi-
mum temperature and power values. If the sink calculation deter-
mines that 100% of the dissipated heat cannot be radiated at the
design and qual maximum case temperatures, a message is printed
indicating the quantity of heat which must be conducted way at
the above temperature levels assuming an absolute zero temperature
radiation sink environment. TIMCON subroutine calculates the com-
ponent time constant in hours using both minimum and maximum power
values. The time constant is defined as the time required to
achieve 67 percent of the delta temperature defined by the design
operating temperature from room ambient temperature.
2.7 Control Cards and Deck Setup
The Data Bank Program was developed on the CDC 6500
SCOPE 3.4 system and was modified for use on the 1108 EXEC 8.
1108 Input Instructions System
Figure 2 presents the deck setup required for running on the
1108 system. The deck as delivered is complete except for the
first card shown a run card, and a charge card. The remainder
of the deck was setup per Figure 2. Appendix 2 contains a list-
ing of the control cards and Fortran IV program. Further, input
instructions may be obtained by contacting the appropriate com-








"FOR, IS TIMCON, TIMCON
END
EN'FR S 0 IK SN
SUBROUTINE SINK
"FOR, IS SINK, SINK
END
SUBROUTINE CONVRT
"FOR, IS CONVRT, CONVRT
)END
SUBROUTINE CHAR
"FOR, IS CHAR, CHAR
END
SUBROUTINE THEEQA EQ
"FOR, IS THEREQ, THEREQ
END
SUBROUTINE FINAL
"FOR, IS FINAL, FINAL
/END
SUBROUTINE RAW
"FOR, IS RAW, RAW
END
SUBROUTINE PAGE
"FOR, IS PAGE, PAGE
END
PROGRAM DIATB
"FOR, IS DATB, DATB
!'ASG, T12, F2///250
"ASFIGURE 2 - UNIVAC 1108 DECK ARRANGEMENTF2///250
RUN


























FIGURE 3 - CDC 6500 DECK ARRANGEMENT
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CDC 6500 Input Instructions
Figure 3 presents the deck setup for running on the SCOPE
3.4 operating system. Note: the data bank data is loaded on
Tape 11 prior to execution requiring COPYBR control card. The
options card is loaded after the last subroutine. The o< cards
are end of record cards, 7-8-9 in Column 1 and the 8 card is
the end-of-file card, 6-7-8-9 in Column 1. The CDC 6500 requires
400008 cells of core to run in and approximately 90 decimals
seconds of time to execute the 4 basic subroutines.
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Section 3.0 Program Modification
3.1 Addition of New Components to Components List
The Thereq and Char subroutines have identifical com-
ponents listing, therefore, whatever is modified in one has to
be duplicated in the other routine. The components listed are in
the form of statements and formats statements that start with
Format statement number 1010 and ends in Format statement number
1048. Note all new components will have to have format statements
numbers larger than 1048 and be placed after statement 1048.
To add new components to the program list the following
steps should be followed: (see Appendix II program listing for
reference).
1) Write format statement 1049 or higher similar to the
other components format statements, e.g. 1049 FORMAT (41X,
'EQUIPMENT ITEM XXXXX etc through column 72').
2) Locate the following card in the program "WRITE (6,1003)
DATA(I), I = 1, 7". Go down the list of IF statement cards
that follows the above write card.
3) Punch and place at this location the new IF statement
card that identified the new component, e.g. "IF (IEQUIP.EQ.4H
XXXX) GO TO 49" Note: XXXX can be from one to four letters
identifying the new component i.
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4) Punch the new write statement card that is called
by the above IF statement (statement 49) and place it after the
last previous write statement in the program (statement 48)
e.g. 49 write (6, 1049) etc.
5) Add a "GO TO 100" card prior to the new write statement.
In addition to the above procedure, locate the title page
of the subsystem of the new component and add the appropriate
information in this area. Note: the subsystem title page is
simply printed as is and has no program modifications require-
ments.
REFERENCES
1. T. L. Ward, "Space Tug Thermal Control Equipment Thermal
Requirements Characteristics and Constraints Catalogue."
MCR-74-145, Martin Marietta Corporation, April 1974.
APPENDIX I
Listing of Components & Corresponding Identifier
Inertial Measurement Units IMU
STAR Tracker ST
STAR Tracker Electronics STE
Horizon Scanner HS
Horizon Scanner Electronics HSE
Laser Rader LR






Data Acquisition Unit DAU
Telemetry Formators TF

















Liquid Level Measurements LLEV
Discrete Measurements DISC
Fuel Cell Power System FC
Batteries BAT
Power Distribution Units PDU










C THIS PROGHAM CONTAINS THE NFCESSARY LOGIC TO SATISFY THE
C SPACE TUG THFRMAL CONTROL STUDY
C NAS 8-29670
C CATALOGING REQUIREEFNTS. THF DATA CONTAINED IN THE DATA
C HANK DEFINES THOSE EQUIPMENT ITEMS CONSIDERED APPLICABLE
C TO THE SPACE TUG. THE SPECIFIC DATA CONTAINEU HEREIN DEFINES
C
C 1) EQUIPMENT THERMAL REQUIRtMENTS
C 2) EQUIPMENT PHYSICAL CHAHACTHEISTICS
C J) EQUIPMENT CONSTRAINTS
C
C HY DEFINIIION ALL EQUIPMENT ITEMS ARE CONSIDERED TO RE





















C READ THE OPTIONS CARD
C
READ(591001) IRAWf IFINAL9 ITHRPQ ICHAR
IF(IRAW.EQ.3HRAW) GO TO 100
1 IF(IFINALoEQ,5HFINAL) GO TO 200
2 IF(ITHRQ°EQ.bHTHEREQ) GO TO 300

















C THIS SUBROUTINE UPDOAES THE PAGE NUMBERS FOR THE DATA BANK FOR











1 READ(11Il0019END=1000)I9 DATA(1), (ATA(K)oK=291 2 )
IF(I.EQ.H1) GO TO 3
WRITE(1291001)I, UATA(1)9 (DATA(K),K=291 2 )
GO TO 1
3 J=J*1
IF(JGT.2) GO TO 4
wRITE(1291001) I DATA(1), (DATA(K)*K=2912)
GO TO 1
4 IPAGE=IPAGE+





























1005 FORMAT(1XRAb,?XF5.0,l ' OOF5.,'9 DEG- K'/5OX,'('I5o0 9f TO'F5.09
I' DEG,, F)')
1006 FURMAT(1X,3A0b6X94 A6)
IU07 FORMAT (3A,4AbF6.1I RXFb, 1 YXF6. 1)
1008 FORMAT(3X94A6,F6.i,8H *wIDTH,F6.1,9H *HEIGHTgFb*l90 CENTIMETERS'
l/21X,'LENGTH'F6.LW8H *WInTH9FF6.199H *HEIGHT9Fbe.1' INCHES')
1U09 FORMAT(6XqvpACKAGt AREA'7XoF7.1,' SO* CENTIMETERS t1H*qF8.1#
1' SO, INCHES'/6X9'PACKAGE VOLUMEt5XF 7 ,19' CU. CtLNTIMFTERS '1H*9
2F8o1,' CU. INCHES')
1010 FURMAT(3A6,99XF6.i)
l0ll FORMAT(3Ab,9XF6o199 KIL.)(RAMO, IIH*tF7.,' PUUNOS')
1012 FURMAT(2(6X9F5,l.4 X,F5.0))
1013 FORMAT(6X9F5o1,' ATIF5,09' OE(, 'F5,i9' AT'F590#9 DEG (WATTS AT D
lEG, KELVIN)'/bXFh.Iq' AT'F5,O,' DEG' IF5.l9' AT'Fb.O,' DEG (WATT




1 REAO(12,10019ENDIOOO0) (VATA(I)9I11I 2 )
IFLAG=0











READ(1291004) (tATA(I),118),p TC, TH
CALL CONVRT (TCTH9TCKTHK)




























wRITE(6,1009) AC9 A9 VC, V
READ(12,1001) (OATA(I)9I=192I )
0RITE(6olU00 ) (DAIA(), I=1912)
n 111 J=1,2
READ(12u1 0) (DAIA(I) I=193), W
WK=W*,4535927










114 REAV(1291012) PC9 TC9 PH9 TH
IF(PC.LT. .1) GO TO 113
CALL CONVRT (TC,THTCKTHK)
WHITE(6I1013) PC9 TCK, PH, THK, PC, TC, PH, TH
113 REAU(12,1001) (DATA(I)I=1,12)









DIMENSION DATA(12) 9 EQUIP(3) MANUF(3)9 REMARK(8)
C
999 FURMAT(1HJI//////////////////////
153X9'SPACE TUG THERMAL. CONTROL'//
24bXqoEQUIPMFNT THERMAL RE(OUIRFMENTS CATALOGUE'//
359XeoPREPAREU FOR'//
443X9NATIONAL AERUNAUTICS AND SPACE ADOMINSTRATTON'//
5bAlXMARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'//
653X9'UNDER CONTRACT NAS b-296709//64XqQBY'//
7b1X9'MARTIN MARIEITA CORPORATTONI//58X9DOENVER 0IVISION')
1900 FORMAT(1H1933AeGLOSSARY FOR FOUIPMENT THERMAL REQUIREMENTS CATALO
IGUE'/////////1OXYES PERTAINS TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF UNIT TO BE
ION DURING THESE PERIODS OF FLTGHTl//10oxINT PERTAINS TO THE REQ
IUIREMENTS OF UNIT TO RE ON INTERMITTENTLY UUHING IHESE PERIODS OF
IFLIGHT.//io0AqTHERMAL ODSIGN GROUND ACTIVE ACTIVE COOLING FOR GR





1005 FORMAT(1M940UXoEQUIPMENT THERMAL REQUIREMENTS CA TALOGUE930X,
I'PAGEOI49/)
1003 FORMAT(416X7Ab6/)
1010 FORMAT(1H-96H******,A4,I39O IS NOT A DEFINED EQUIPMENT ITEM')
1011 FORMAT(41XVEQUIPMENT ITEM INFRTIAL MEASUREMENT UNITS')
lU12 FORMAT(41A.,QUIPMENT ITEM STAR TRACKERS#)
1013 FOHMAT(41X,'EQUIPMENT ITEM STAR TRACKER ELECTRONICS)
1014 FORMAT(41XeEQUIPMENT ITEM HORIZON SCANNERS')
1015 FORMAT(41XaEQUIPMENT ITEM HORIZON SCANNER ELECTRONICS')
1016 FORMAT(41X,'EQUIPMENT ITtM LASER RADARS')
1017 FORMAT(41XEQUIPi4ENT ITEM LASER RADAR ELECTHONICS')
1018 FURMAT(41XAEQUIPMENT ITEM TFLEVISION')
1019 FORMAT(41XoEQUIPMENT ITEM ACS FLECTRONICS')
1020 FORMAT(41A99EQUIPMENT ITEM AUTOCOLLIMATORS)
1021 FORMAT(41AX EQUIPMENT ITEM COMPUTERS')
1U22 FORMAT(41A.'EQUIPMENT ITEM TAPE RECORDERS')
1023 FORMAT(41A,~EQUIPMENT ITEM DATA ACQUISITION UNITS')
1024 FORMAT(41A EQUIPMENT ITEM TFLEMETRY FORMATORS')
1025 FORMAT(41A 9 EQUIPMENT ITtM DATA BUS CONTROLLERS')
1026 FORMAT(41XEQOUIPMENT ITEM TOANSPONDERS9 PM')
10U27 FURMAT(41XqEQUIPMENT ITEM TPANSMITTERS9 FM')
1028 FORMAT(41XQEQUIPMENT ITEM POWER AMPLIFIERS')
1029 FORMAT(41AIEQOUIPMENT ITEM HYBRID JUNCTIONS')
1030 FORMAT(41XtEQUIPMENT ITEM RF MULTIPLEXERS')
1031 FORMAT(41XAEQUIPMENT ITEM FILTERS')
1032 FORMAT(41X9EQUIPMENT ITEM DECODER')
1033 FORMAT(41X91EQUIPMENT ITEM MODULATION PROCESSERS')
1034 FORMAT(41A,9EQUIPMENT ITEM OMNI ANTENNAS')
1035 FORMAT(41X9 lEQUIPMENT ITEM PPFSSURE TRANSDUCERS')
1036 FORMAT(41X9E(JUIPMENT ITEM TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS')
1037 FURMAT(41XfEQUIPMENT ITEM POSITION INDICATOHS')
1038 FORMAT(41XQEQUIPMENT ITEM VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS')
1039 FORMAT(41X'EQUIPMENT ITtM CURRENT MEASUREMENTS')
1u40 FURMAT(41X,9EQUIPMENT ITEM FLOW MFASUREMENTSI )
1041 FORMAT(41XeLOQUIPMENT ITEM LTOUTD LEVEL MEASUREMENTS.)
1042 FORMAT(41X,9EQUIPMENT ITEM DISCRETE MEASUREMENTS')
1043 FURMAT(41Xo9EQUIPMENT ITEM FUEL CELL POWER SYSTEMSI)
1U44 FORMAT(41XEQUIPMENT ITEM BATTERIES')
1045 FORMAT(41,4EQUIPMENT ITEM POWER DISTRIBUTATION UNITS.)
II-7
1046 FURMAT(41X,*EQUIPMENT ITEM POWER CONVERSION SYSTEMS,)
U147 FORMAT(41X,9EQUIPMENT ITEM SUJk SENSOR,)
1048 FORMAT(41X,,EQUIPMENT ITtM RATE GYROS#)
1401 FORMAT(1H0, 127('-'),/3X,'REF. DESCRIPTION ANU THERMAL POWER
1 MISSION PHASE THERMAL RFQUIPFMFNTS AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS1?X,
2 'HEMARKSt/4X,,NO. MANUFACTURE DESIGN wATTS )
3EGREES KELVIN / (FAHRENHEIT) 
- MIN / MAX'/
427X91GROUND/ MIN/ PRELAUNCH SHUTTLF MANEUVERS,13X9
5 'REENTRYI/27X99ORBITAL MAX17X,CARRY SHUTTLE TUG









1109 FORMAT(1#XA49I2,1X93A61,XA69,AI,2X,9l,/*,6(7rXAJ) 4 X94A69/8X,3A69









IF(DATA(2).EQ.6H SP) GO TO 2
GO TO 1




READ(12 9 1002) DUM
READ(1291004) IEQUIP, NO (EQUIP(I),I=1,3), (MANUF(J)9J=13)






IF(IEQUIPEQ.4H IMU) GO TO 11
IF(IEQUIP,EQ,4H ST) GO TO 12
IF(IEQUIPEQe4H S T E) GO TO 13
IFIEQUIP.EQ4H HS) GO TO 14
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H HbE) GO TO 15
IF(IEQUIPEQ*4H LR) GO TO 16
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H LHE) GO TO 17
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H TV) GO TO 18
IF(IEQUIP.EQo4HACSE) GO TO 19
IF(IEQUIP.EQ4HAUIO) GO TO 20
IF(IEQUIP.EQU4HCOMP) GO TO 21
IF(IEQUIP.EQe4H TR) GO TO 22
IF(IEQUIP.EQo4H DAU) GO TO 23
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H IF) GO TO 24
IF(IEQUIP,FQa4H DBC) GO TO 25
IF(IEQUIPEQ,4H TpM) GO TO 26
IF(IEQUIP.EOQ4H TFM) GO To 27
IF(IEQUIP.FQ.4H PA) GO TO 28
IF(IEQUIP.EQe4H HJ) GO TO 29
IF(IEQUIPEQ*4H RFM) GO TO 30
II-8
IF(IEQUIP.EQ*4H F) GO TO 31
IF(IEQUIPEQ*4H DEC) GO TO 32
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H MP) GO TO 33
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H OA) GO TO 34
IF(IEQUIP,EQ.4HPRES) GO TO 35
IF(IEQUIP.EQ*4HTEMP) GO TO 36
IF(IEQUIP.EQ*4H POS) GO TO 37
IF(IEQUIPEQ*4HVOLT) GO TO738
IF(IEQUIP.EQ,4HCURR) GO TO 39
IF(IEQUIP.EQ*4HFLOW) GO TO 40
IF(IEQUIP.EQ*4HLLEV) GO To 41
IF(IEQUIP.EQe4HDISC) GO TO 42
IF(IEQUIP.EQo4H FC) GO TO 43
IF(IEQUIPoEQ.4H BAT) GO TO 44
IF(IEQUIP.EQ*4H PDU) GO TO 45
IF(IEQUIP.EQ,4H PC) GO TO 46
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H SS) GO TO 47















































































IF(ILINELTb6) GO TO 109
WRITE(691101)
ILINE=15.












HEAD(1291106) IPHE, ICAk, IRFE
kEAD(1291107) IST' ITO, IPT
DO 112 I15,0
READ(12,1108) IENU




.EQ3HOFF) GO TO 113
IF(IPRE.EQ.3HYES.AND.ICAHoEQ*3HYES) GO TO 114





























IQMIN= SSP+ CPC- OP















122 IF(IST.EQ.3H ON) GO TO '128





123 IF(ITOoEQ,3H ON) GO TO 129





124 IF(IPTEU.3H ON) GO TO 130
























































1 ICAR9 IST9 IT09 IPT9 IREF, (RFMARK(I)9l11,4)')
2(MANUF(I)OI=193)9 ITDO iTDO1,IQMAX, ICPREK9 .,HFMRtKv ICCARK,
3 IHCAWK, ICSr~, IISTP< ICTOK, IRTOK9 ICPTK' ItlPTt, ICRFEK, IHRFFK
4(REMARK(I),1=5#8)' TCPPE:F* IHPPFF9 TCCARF, IHCARF9 ICSTF9 IHSTF,










DIMENSION DATA(12) o EQUIP(3), MANUF(3)
C
999 FORMAT(IH1l/////////////////////
153X'SPACE TUG THERMAL CONTROL_//
235X9~EQUIPMENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTHAINTS CATALOGUE$
3//59X99PREPAHED FOR@//
443X9NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINSTRAIIONQ//
551X9MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'//
653X9UNDER CONTRACT NAS 8-296709//64X*9RY9//





1005 FORMAT(1H1,34XPEQUIPMENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
1 CATALOGUE018X,9PAGE'e4,/)
1901 FURMAT(1HI933X'GBLOSSARY FOR EQUIPMENT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AN
10 CONSTRAINTS CATALOGUEf/////////1OX9'PACKAGE SHAPE RECT RECTANGU
1LARoO//1OX,'PACKAGE SHAPE CYLI CYLINDRICAL.'//1OA9,PACKAGE SHAPE
1SPHE SPHERE9e//IOXe ALPHA SOLAR ABSOBTIVITY,P//I0Xe9EMISS SURF
IACE EMISSIVITYoe//1OX0'POWER nENSITY THE TOTAL DISSIPATED POWER P
IER UNIT SURFACE AREA,'//)
1902 FORMAT(LOXe'TIME CONSTANT HOURS THE TIME REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE 67 P
1RECENT OF THE DELTA TEMPERATURE DEFINED BY THE DESIGN OPERATING'//
IOXeTEMPERATURE LESS ROOM AMRTENT TEMPERATURE,'//1OX9'ADIABATIC R
IISE RATE THE TEMPERATURE RISE IN ONE HOUR IF ALL THE HEAT DISSIPA
1TEU IS CONTAINED WITHIN THE UNIT.,//IOXBTHERMAL MASS THE AMOUNT
10OF ENERGY REQUIRED TO RAISE A UNIT ONE DEGREE IN TEMPERATURE.o//)
1903 FORMAT(1OXoALLOWABLE SINK TEMP. THE EQUIVALENT VACUUM CHAMBER WA
iLL TEMPERATURE WHICH WILL RESUILT IN SPECEIFIED CASE TEMPERATURE,')
1003 FORMAT(41X,9A69/)
0010 FORMAT(1H-,6h*****, A4eI,9. IS NOT A DEFINED EQUIPMENT ITEM')
1011 FORMAT(41X,9EQUIPMENT ITEM IFMRTIAL MEASUREMENT UNITS')
1U12 FORMAT(41X,9EQUIPMENT ITEM STAR TRACKERS')
1013 FORMAT(41XQeEQUIPMENT ITEM STAR TRACKER ELECTRONICS')
1014 FORMAT(41XEQUIPMENT ITEM HORIZON SCANNERS')
1015 FORMAT(41X,'EQUIPMENT ITEM HORIZON SCANNER ELECTRONICSI)
1016 FORMAT(41X,8EQUIPMENT ITEM LASER RADARS')
1U17 FORMAT(41X,EQUIPMENT ITEM LASER RADAR ELECTRONiCSS)
1918 FORMAT(41XQEQUIPMENT ITEM TFLEVISION')
1019 FORMAT(41XePEQUIPMENT ITEM ACS ELECTRONICS')
1020 FORMAT(4X,eEQUIPMENT ITEM AUTOCOLLIMATORSO)
1U21 FORMAT(41X,9EQUIPMENT ITEM COMPUTERS')
1922 FORMAT(41X/,EQUIPMENT ITEM TAPE RECORDERS')
1023 FORMAT(41X EQUIPMENT ITEM DATA ACQUISITION UNITS)
1924 FORMAT(41XOEQUIPMENT ITEM TFLEMETRY FORMATOKS')
1025 FORMAT(41XWIEQUIPMENT ITEM DATA BUS CONTROLLERS')
1026 FORMAT(41X*EQUIPMENT ITEM TRANSPONDERS9 PMO)
1027 FORMAT(41XfEQUIPMENT ITEM TRANSMITTERS, FM')
1028 FORMAT(41xQEQUIPMENT ITEM POWER AMPLIFIERS')
1029 FORMAT(41XQEQUIPMENT ITEM HYBRID JUNCTIONS')
1U30 FORMAT(41XeOEQUIPMENT ITEM RF MULTIPLEXERS')
1031 FORMAT(41Ax,EQUIPMENT ITEM FTLTERSI)
102I FORMAT(41X,0EQUIPMENT ITEM DECODER')
1033 FORMAT(41IXe EUIPMENT ITEM MODULATION PROCESSERS')
1034 FORMAT(41xIEQUIPMENT ITEM OMNI ANTENNAS')
1U35 FORMAT(41%XQEQUIPMENT ITEM PRESSURE TRANSUUCERSS)
1036 FORMAT(41X99EQUIPMENT ITEM TEMPERATURE TRANSUCERS')
1037 FURMAT(41X,IEQUIPMENT ITEM POSITION INDICATORS')
II-13
1U38 FURMAT(41X,OEQUIPMENT ITEM VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS')
1939 FORMAT(41XoeEQUIPMENT ITEM CURRENT MEASUREMENTS')
1040 FORMAT(41A,0EQUIPMENT ITEM FL.OW MEASUREMENTS')
1041 FURMAT(41X,.EQUIPMENT ITEM LTOUID LEVEL MEASUPEMtNTS')
1042 FORMAT(41X9EQUIPMENT ITEM DTSCRETE MEASUREMENTS')
1043 FORMAT(41XAEQUIPMENI ITEM FIIEL CELL POWER SYSTMS')
1044 FORMAT(41X,@EQUIPMENT ITEM BATTERIES')
1~45 FQRMAT(41X9eEQUIPMENT ITEM PoWFR DISTRIBUTATION UNITS@)
1046 FORMAT(41X,*EQUIPMENT ITEM POWER CONVERSION SYSTtMSt)
1U47 FORMAT(41X,'EQUIPMENT ITEM SUN SENSOR')
1048 FORMAT(41XeEQUIPMENT ITEM RATE GYROS')
1101 FORMAT(IHO, 127('-t),./3XAREF. DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PACKAGE
ISURFACE VOLUME RAD. POWER POWER TIME AUIABATIC THERMAL ALLOW
2ABLE SINK OPt /4X,'NO. MANUFACTURER ANU KG SHAPE
3 AREA CUBIC ALPHA/ WATTS DENSITY CONST, RISE RATE MASS TEMP.
4 DEG K/(F) MODE'/12A'EREMARKS (LBS) SQUARE
5 CM EMISS MIN/ U/A HOURS DEG K/HR W-HR/ DESIGN QUA
6L t/44XeCM (FT) MAX W/ M2 MIN DEG F/HR RTU/F

















1114 FORMAT(10X,6H******#, NOTE CONDUCTIVE HEAT LOSSES MUST EXCEED '
1 F5,0' AND ' F5.0U TO MAINTAIN THE MIN AND MAX OPERATING TEMP')
1115 FORMAT(1UX,6MHo*****1 NOTE CONDUCTIVE HEAT LOSSES MUST EXCEED '










1 REAU(12998,END= 000) (OATA(I)I2r1,2)
IF(DATA(2),EU.6H SP) GO To 2
GO TO 1





READ(1291004) IEQUIP9 NO (EQtITP(I),I=1,3) (MANUF(J),J=1e3)






IF(IEQUIP.oEU4H IMU) GO TO 11
IF(IEQUIP.EQe4H ST) 60 TO 12
IF(IEQUIP.EQ4H STE) GO0 TO 13
IF(IEQUIPEQ,4H HS) GO TO 14
IF(LEQUIP,EQo4H HSE) GO TO 15
IF(IEQUIP,EQ.4H LR) GO TO 16
IF(IEQUIP.EQ,4H LRE) GO TO 17
IF(IEQUIP.EQo4H TV) GO TO 18
IF(IEQUIPEQo4HACSE) GO TO 19
IF(IEQUIPEQ,.4H.AUTO) GO To 20
IF(IEQUIP,EQ.4HCOMP) GO TO 21
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H TR) GO To 22
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H DAU) GO TO 23
IF(IEQUIP,EQ4H F) GO60 TO 24
IF(IEQUIPEQe4H DBC) GO TO 25
IF(IEQUIPEQe4H TPM) GO TO 26
IF(IEQUIP.EFQ4H FFM) GO TO 27
IF(IEQUIP.EQo4H PA) GO TO 28
IF(IEQUIPEQ*4H HJ) GO TO 29
IF(IEUIPEQ.4H RFM) GO TO 30
IF(IEQUIP.EQ*4H F) GO To 31
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H DEC) 60 TO 32
IF(IEQUIP.EQc4H MP) GO To 33
IF(IEQUIPEQ*4H OA) GO TO 34
IF(IEQUIP.EQ,4HPRES) GO TO 35
IF(IEQUIP,EQo4HTEMP) GO TO 36
IF(IEQUIP.EQe4H POS) GO TO 37
IF(IEQUIPEQo4HVOLT) GO TO 38
IF(IEQUIPEQ4HCUNR) GO TO 39
IF(IEQUIP.EQ,4HFLOW) GO TO 40
IF(IEQUIPoEQo4HL.LLV) GO To 41
IF(IEQUIP.EQ,4HDI:C) GO TO 42
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H FC) GO TO 43
IF(IEQUIPoEQ4H BAT) GO TO 44
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H PDU) GO TO 45
IF(IEQUIP.FQo4H PC) GO TO 46
IF(IEQUIP.EQ.4H SS) o GO To 47















































































IF(ILINE.LT.b6) GO TO 109
RWITE(691101)
ILINE=15























































READ(1291112) IST9 IT09 ITP
IF(IST.FW.3H 0N.Aj'4f).IT0.L0.3H 0N.ANf)-ITP.EQ,.3H ON) IOM=4HCOMT

























WITE(6l1109)IEQUIPNO,(EQUIP(I)= =193), TWK9 IPAC9 AC, VC ALPHA,
1IIMIN, IPI)LM9 IPUHM, TCLOIRRLK, IRRHKt TMwK9 IDSMIK IDSMAK,
2I1SMIK9 IQSMAK, IUM9 (MANUF(I),T=193), TW, A Vq EMISS, IGMAX,
3IPDLFe IPDHF TCH9IRRL IRRH, TM, IDSMI# IDSMA, IYSMI, IQSMA
ILINE=ILINF+d
117 HEAD(12,1110) (DAIA(I) =l1911)





IF(0DCCGT. U0o OR. QDCH*GT, 0.) GO TO 131
130 IF(UQCC.GT. U. *OH. QOCH*GT. 0.) GO TO 132
GO TO 133
131 WHITE(691114) QDCC, QDCn
ILINE=ILINF+.
GO TO 130.






















SUBROUTINE. SINK (TI ,T2,TS1 ,TS2,ol ,o?.AFmISS9QCC,9uCH)
QCH=O,
SIGMA=. 1714E-R
IF((T1.460.)**4,LT. 92/(o293*rTMA*A*EMISS)) 60 TO I






































RAW FINAL THEHEO CHAR
"FIN
